
Genoa IL

Material by Category Summary

% of TotalPOUNDSUOMQUANTITYMATERIAL

From 4/1/2020  through 4/30/2020

0.62%8.00Total Chemicals

0.62%8.00gallons1Motor oil

97.48%1,249.03Total Electronics

3.69%47.32Each7CD/VCR/DVD/tape player

7.37%94.48Each4CPU

7.83%100.29Each3CRT

3.79%48.54Each3FaxMachine

0.40%5.16Each3Keyboard

6.03%77.22Each2Microwave

2.74%35.13Each3Monitor-flat

0.28%3.65Each1PowerSupply

2.19%28.00Each2Printer-desktop

0.70%9.02Each1Speakers

4.80%61.44Each4Stereo

0.54%6.90Each6Telephone

13.49%172.90Each5TV 20 and under

10.41%133.44Each2TV 21-30

10.39%133.18Each1TV 31 and up

3.35%42.96Each2TV Flat-less than 40

8.40%107.68Each2TV Flat-more than 40

11.06%141.72Each1TV Projection

1.51%19.29Total Not Classified

1.51%19.29gallons3Paint-Latex

0.39%5.00Total Universal

0.39%5.00Pounds5Batteries household

85.50%1,095.55Total Pounds Sent For Recycling

1,281.32Total Pounds Collected

Notes: This report is created from data gathered at the point of collection. Liquid materials are listed as gallons. Solid items are
listed as pounds, feet or each. Using standard guidelines, items collected by length, item count, and liquid gallons have been
converted into a measurement of pounds. For example, 8.5 lbs. per one gallon of used oil. Weights of solids are taken from the
containers. For example, a 10 lb. bag of fertilizer that is half-full would be estimated to be 5 lbs. Paint and other liquids are
periodically weighed and the average weight is adjusted in the system.  Electronic items are periodically weighed. The average
weights used are subject to revision.  Weights are not related to nor do they include the weight of outbound shipping containers.
The difference between total pounds shipped for recycling and total pounds collected are materials that are not recycled. These
materials may be incinerated, neutralized or sent to a landfill. Some acceptable recycling processes can generate residue that is
or cannot be recycled for example, contaminants such as trash packed into paint cans.
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